1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

In recent years, malignant tumors have become a serious public health problem and one of the leading causes of morbidity and mortality worldwide. The overall cancer incidence and mortality rate in the United States and China have been increasing in the past few years \[[@B1], [@B2]\]. Plenty of studies have explored the mechanism and development of cancers. Although numerous progress has been achieved in their diagnosis and treatment, the 5-year survival rate remains relatively low in most patients with cancer \[[@B1]\].

Long noncoding RNAs (lncRNAs) are transcripts comprising more than 200 nucleotides but not coding proteins \[[@B3]\]. Studies have suggested that lncRNAs play important roles in a wide variety of biological processes among cancerous cells, e.g., proliferation, invasion, apoptosis, and metabolism \[[@B4], [@B5]\]. Furthermore, numerous studies have indicated that many lncRNAs might be involved in oncogenesis and tumor-suppression \[[@B6]\]. Several lncRNAs (such as MALAT1, HOTAIR, and GAS5) were reported to be critical players in the transcriptional regulation of various cancer-related genes \[[@B7]--[@B9]\]. Finally, many lncRNAs have been reported to serve as potential therapeutic targets, independent prognostic predictors, or valuable biomarkers in cancers \[[@B10]--[@B12]\].

LncRNA bladder cancer-associated transcript 1 (BLACAT1, also named as linc-UBC1), on the locus of human chromosome 1q32.1, was initially identified in bladder cancer \[[@B13]\]. However, studies have indicated that lncRNA BLACAT1 is also overexpressed in other cancers, e.g., gastric cancer \[[@B14]\], small-cell lung cancer \[[@B15]\], and colorectal cancer \[[@B16]\]. LncRNA BLACAT1 could promote the proliferation, migration, and invasion of cancerous cells. Consequently, cancer patients with high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression tend to have a poor prognosis.

However, the generalized applicability of lncRNA BLACAT1 in predicting prognosis for cancers remains unknown. Herein, a meta-analysis was performed to comprehensively explore the relationship between prognosis and lncRNA BLACAT1 expression in different cancers.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

2.1. Search Strategy and Literature Selection {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------------------

This study was performed according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis statement. Eligible literature was searched through PubMed, Embase, and Web of Science databases to November 11, 2018. The following keywords were used in combination for searches: ("long non-coding RNA" OR "lncRNA"), ("BLACAT1" OR "linc-UBC1" OR "bladder cancer-associated transcript 1"), ("carcinoma" OR "cancer" OR "neoplasm"), AND ("clinical outcome" OR "prognosis" OR "survival"). The reference lists of included articles were also screened for potentially missing literature.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------

All the eligible studies were assessed for inclusion or exclusion by 2 authors independently. Controversies between them were resolved via negotiation. Studies were included if they evaluated the prognostic value of lncRNA BLACAT1 in patients with any type of cancer. The survival outcomes were reported as OS with hazard ratios (HR) and corresponding 95% confidence intervals (CI), or these data could be extrapolated through the survival curve. Studies were excluded if they were (1) non-English papers, (2) non-human studies, (3) reviews, letters, or case reports, or (4) lack of available survival data.

2.3. Data Extraction and Quality Assessment {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------------

Two authors screened each eligible study and extracted the essential information independently, including the name of first author, year of publication, origin country, cancer type, tumor stage, sample size, type of specimen, method for detecting BLACAT1, cut-off value, HR, and corresponding 95% CI for OS, as well as clinical features and pathological characteristics. HR from multivariable analysis had priority to be chosen when available. For studies only representing the Kaplan-Meier curve, a method described by*Tierney* et al. was used to obtain prognostic data indirectly \[[@B17]\]. The Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) was used to evaluate the quality of the included studies \[[@B18]\].

2.4. Statistical Analysis {#sec2.4}
-------------------------

HR and corresponding 95% CI for OS was used to determine the pooled effect. Regarding pathological characteristics, TNM stages I and II were combined and III and IV were combined; tumor grades G2 and G3 were also combined. The odds ratio (OR) was applied as the outcome estimation for data pooling.

Heterogeneity among the included studies was analyzed by the I^2^ test and *χ*2-based Q test. I^2^ \< 50% and P \> 0.05 meant no significant heterogeneity across the studies; therefore a fixed-effect model was used. I^2^ \> 50% and p \< 0.05 denoted strong heterogeneity; finally a random-effect model was applied. Funnel plots were utilized to assess potential publication bias. All p values were two-tailed, and p values \< 0.05 were defined as statistical significance. Review Manager 5.3 (Cochrane Collaboration, London, UK) and Stata SE 12.0 (StataCorp LLC, College Station, Texas, USA) were used to perform all the analyses. The impacts of lncRNA BLACAT1 expression on OS, clinical features, and pathological characteristics were considered statistically significant if the 95% CI for the combined HR (or OR) did not cross 1.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Characteristics of Eligible Studies {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------

The process of literature selection was detailed in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. A total of 52 records were retrieved to November 11, 2018. After excluding the duplicated and unqualified papers, 10 studies involving 861 patients with 7 different types of cancers were included. These studies comprised lung cancer \[[@B12], [@B16]\], urothelial carcinoma \[[@B10], [@B17]\], colorectal cancer \[[@B13], [@B18]\], gastric cancer \[[@B11]\], papillary thyroid cancer \[[@B19]\], esophageal squamous cell carcinoma \[[@B20]\], and cervical cancer \[[@B21]\].

The characteristics of the included studies were summarized in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}. Of the 10 studies, 1 and 9 were conducted in Germany and China, respectively, published from 2013 to 2018. The sample size of the included studies ranged from 48 to 133, and 4 studies enrolled over 100 participants each. LncRNA BLACAT1 expression was measured by quantitative real-time PCR in all studies. Based on the expression level, patients in these studies were divided into 2 groups, namely, high and low lncRNA BLACAT1 expression groups. Of the 9 studies reported the HR and corresponding 95% CI for OS, 5 had explicit available data on OS; however, in 4 of them, data on OS were extrapolated through survival curve indirectly. Furthermore, 7 studies represented the relationship between lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and clinicopathological features, including age, gender, smoking, TNM stage, tumor grade, lymph node metastasis (LNM), and distant metastasis (DM). The quality of the included studies was confirmed using Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS).

3.2. Association between LncRNA BLACAT1 and OS {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------

The HR from 9 eligible studies (including 774 patients) was combined to determine the association between lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and OS. As shown in [Figure 2(a)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, strong heterogeneity was observed among the studies (I^2^ = 59%,*p* = 0.01); therefore a random-effect model was used. The combined HR was 1.82 (95% CI: 1.44-2.30,*p* \< 0.00001), suggesting that the high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression group had significantly poorer OS than the low lncRNA BLACAT1 expression group. No obvious publication bias was detected in the studies according to visual assessment of funnel plot ([Figure 2(b)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and Egger\' test (*p* = 0.102, data not shown). Furthermore, sensitivity analysis demonstrated little influence of individual study on our final results ([Figure 2(c)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

The subgroup analysis of OS was also performed according to the sample size, the method to obtain HR and 95% CI for OS. Results showed that high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression could predict low OS regardless of the scale of sample size, \< 100 patients (*p* \< 0.00001) or ≥ 100 patients (*p* = 0.04, [Figure 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). With respect to the methods to obtain HR and 95% CI for OS, similar results were achieved in the data extrapolated subgroup (HR: 1.75, 95% CI: 1.22-2.50,*p* = 0.002, [Figure 3(b)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and the survival curve subgroup (HR: 2.04, 95% CI: 1.37-3.05,*p* = 0.0005, [Figure 3(b)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). No obvious bias was observed in the analysis on the basis of the funnel plots (Figures [3(c)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [3(d)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

3.3. Association between LncRNA BLACAT1 and Pathological Characteristics {#sec3.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was significant difference between elevated lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and advanced tumor TNM stage (OR: 2.29, 95% CI: 1.15-4.56,*p* = 0.005, I^2^ = 70%, random-effect, [Figure 5(a)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) and high tumor grade (OR: 1.67, 95% CI: 1.11-2.53,*p* = 0.01, I^2^ = 70%, fixed-effect, [Figure 5(b)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Unfortunately, we failed to investigate the relationship between lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and other pathological characteristics due to insufficient data.

3.4. Association between LncRNA BLACAT1 and Metastasis {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------------------------

Seven and two eligible studies reported the states of LNM and DM, respectively, based on the lncRNA BLACAT1 expression levels. Compared with patients with low BLACAT1 expression, patients with high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression had significantly higher risk of LNM (OR: 2.53, 95% CI: 1.80-3.57,*p* \< 0.00001, I^2^ = 15%, fixed-effect, [Figure 6(a)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Only 2 studies reported the correlation between BLACAT1 expression and DM, the pooled HR was 2.39, but the 95% CI overlapped 1 (95% CI: 0.85-6.75), and high heterogeneity was observed between the studies (I^2^ = 52%, [Figure 6(b)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, it was invalid to determine the relationship between lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and DM.

3.5. Association between LncRNA BLACAT1 and Clinical Features {#sec3.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

The relationship between lncRNA BLACAT1 expression and age, gender, and smoking was investigated by 3, 6, and 2 studies, respectively. Results indicated that lncRNA BLACAT1 expression was not significantly correlated with age (*p* = 0.92, [Figure 4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), gender (*p* = 0.55, [Figure 4(b)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and smoking (*p* = 0.62, [Figure 4(c)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Accumulating evidence has proven that lncRNA BLACAT1 is closely related to cancer. Initially, lncRNA BLACAT1 was identified as a frequently overexpressed oncogene in bladder cancer tissues. Its overexpression is associated with LNM and poor prognosis in patients with bladder cancer \[[@B13]\]. Currently, lncRNA BLACAT1 have been confirmed as a dysregulated oncogene in other several malignancies, e.g., lung cancer, colorectal cancer, gastric cancer, papillary thyroid cancer, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, and cervical cancer. Moreover, lncRNA BLACAT1 knockdown significantly inhibited cell motility, proliferation, and invasion \[[@B19], [@B21], [@B24]\]. Due to its oncogenic potential, lncRNA BLACAT1 is defined as a carcinogenic lncRNA in many kinds of cancers. Recently, many researchers focused on lncRNA BLACAT1 due to its potential role in predicting cancer prognosis. However, controversies emerged regarding the predictive value of lncRNA BLACAT1 in some prognostic parameters, e.g., TNM stage, tumor grade, and LNM.

Our results indicated that patients with high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression tended to have poorer OS than those with low BLACAT1 expression. Namely, high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression may serve as a negative predictor for cancer prognosis. Meanwhile, this study also demonstrated that high BLACAT1 expression significantly correlated with more advanced TNM stage, higher tumor grade, and higher risk of LNM. All these findings indicated that lncRNA BLACAT1 could be a potential predictor of worse clinical outcomes for cancer patients. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms of high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression associated with worse prognosis remain elusive.

Many studies have investigated the functional mechanisms of lncRNA BLACAT1 on tumorigenesis and progression in various cancers. Wnt/*β*-catenin signal pathway has been confirmed to be involved in the regulation of cell proliferation, migration, and invasion in certain cancers \[[@B25], [@B26]\].*Wang* et al. reported that knockdown of lncRNA BLACAT1 might inhibit the proliferation, migration, and invasion of cervical cancer cells by suppressing the activation of Wnt/*β*-catenin signal pathway \[[@B24]\]. Cdk inhibitors (CKIs) may regulate the kinase activity of Cdk/cyclin complexes and generally function as tumor suppressors.*Su* et al. identified that lncRNA BLACAT1 was a critical player in the cell cycle of colorectal cancer via modulating the expression of P15 (a member of CKIs family) \[[@B21]\]. Furthermore, a study by*Ye* et al. demonstrated that lncRNA BLACAT1 may promote the proliferation, migration, and invasion of non-small-cell lung cancer cell by sponging miR-144 \[[@B19]\], which is an important member of tumor-suppressive microRNAs \[[@B27], [@B28]\]. Otherwise, several studies also have reported that lncRNA BLACAT1 may be involved in chemoresistance.*Huang* et al. indicated that lncRNA BLACAT1 could regulate autophagy and promote chemoresistance of non-small-cell lung cancer cells via miR-17/ATG7 axis \[[@B29]\].*Wu* et al. demonstrated that BLACAT1 promoted the oxaliplatin-resistance of gastric cancer through BLACAT1/miR-361/ABCB1 regulatory pathway, providing a brand new insight for the oxaliplatin-resistance of gastric cancer \[[@B30]\]. All the findings concluded that lncRNA BLACAT1 might be a promising therapeutic target for cancers.

Our results further revealed that the level of lncRNA BLACAT1 expression was a valuable and potential prognostic predictor for cancers. However, our study has several limitations. First, the cut-off value of lncRNA BLACAT1 overexpression was not uniform among the included studies. Second, the number of studies and the corresponding sample size involved in each study were relatively small. Third, no sufficient data could be used to explore the prognostic value of lncRNA BLACAT1 expression in a specific type of cancer. Finally, most patients included in this research were from China, which might weaken the generalization of our results for other ethnic populations.

In conclusion, our study suggests that high lncRNA BLACAT1 expression is a valuable predictor for poor cancer prognosis in OS, TNM stage, tumor grade, and LNM. Expression of lncRNA BLACAT1 is not associated with age, gender, and smoking. Meanwhile, its predictive values are not like to be affected by age, gender, and smoking. Therefore, lncRNA BLACAT1 is a promising prognostic biomarker for various cancers. However, more comprehensive, larger-scale, and highly qualified multicenter studies are still required to confirm its predictive value in various cancers further.
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###### 

Characteristics of studies included in the meta-analysis.

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study (year)            Country   Cancer type                          Stage   Sample size   BLACAT1   Specimens   Method   Cut-off   Outcome    HR\            NOS   
                                                                                                                                                   availability         
  ----------------------- --------- ------------------------------------ ------- ------------- --------- ----------- -------- --------- ---------- -------------- ----- ---
  Chen, 2018              China     Small‐cell lung cancer               I-IV    106           53        53          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             DE    8

  Droop, 2017             Germany   Urothelial carcinoma                 I-IV    106           53        53          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             DE    7

  Gao, 2017               China     Colorectal cancer                    I-IV    96            48        48          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             DE    8

  He, 2013                China     Urothelial carcinoma                 I-IV    102           60        42          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   FC \>1.5   OS             SC    7

  Hu, 2015                China     Gastric cancer                       I-IV    85            32        53          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             SC    6

  Liao, 2018 \[[@B22]\]   China     Papillary thyroid cancer             I-IV    87            43        44          Plasma   qRT‐PCR   Median     NR             NR    7

  Niu, 2018 \[[@B23]\]    China     Esophageal squamous cell carcinoma   I-IV    50            26        24          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   NR         OS             SC    7

  Su, 2017                China     Colorectal cancer                    I-IV    48            24        24          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             DE    8

  Wang, 2018              China     Cervical cancer                      I-IV    133           68        65          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   Median     OS             DE    8

  Ye, 2017                China     Non-small-cell lung cancer           I-III   48            28        20          Tissue   qRT‐PCR   NR         OS             SC    7
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

HR, hazard ratio; NOS, Newcastle-Ottawa Scale; qRT‐PCR, quantitative real time-polymerase chain reaction; OS, overall survival; DE, data extrapolated; FC, fold change; SC, survival curve; NR, not reported.
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